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To determine which of seven library design algorithms best intro-
duces new protein function without destroying it altogether,
seven combinatorial libraries of green fluorescent protein variants
were designed and synthesized. Each was evaluated by distribu-
tions of emission intensity and color compiled from measurements
made in vivo. Additional comparisons were made with a library
constructed by error-prone PCR. Among the designed libraries,
fluorescent function was preserved for the greatest fraction of
samples in a library designed by using a structure-based compu-
tational method developed and described here. A trend was
observed toward greater diversity of color in designed libraries
that better preserved fluorescence. Contrary to trends observed
among libraries constructed by error-prone PCR, preservation of
function was observed to increase with a library’s average muta-
tion level among the four libraries designed with structure-based
computational methods.
GFP  library design  protein design  protein engineering 
high-throughput screening
Protein sequence space is so vast that one can easily imagine theoptimal sequence for a particular application will never be
sampled by random mutation and recombination. Structure-based
computational protein design tools seek to screen that sequence
space more thoroughly than can be screened in the laboratory, but
are currently based on approximate representations of candidate
sequences and an incomplete understanding of the relationships
between structure and function. Althoughmany algorithms used to
screen sequences in silico aim to identify a single optimal sequence
(1–5), others aim instead to optimize the composition of a library
of sequences (6–13). Provided that resources exist to synthesize and
screen such libraries, library design algorithms compensate for the
approximations built into them by increasing the number of at-
tempts at designing the desired function. Viewed from a comple-
mentary perspective, such algorithms aim to sample sequence space
more effectively than methods that randomly generate sequence
diversity.
Designed libraries can be synthesized for roughly the same cost
as a designed sequence by recognizing the opportunities in gene
synthesis for the combinatorial shuffling of sequence diversity
(14–17). Although many algorithms have now been proposed to
design such combinatorial libraries (7–9, 11, 12), few computation-
ally designed libraries have been characterized experimentally (9,
18, 19), and, to our knowledge, there have been no controlled
experiments comparing these methods with each other or with
libraries of randomly generated sequence diversity. The results of
such a comparison would be hard to predict, especially because
none of these methods models protein function explicitly. Instead,
these algorithms attempt to model protein stability as a surrogate
for protein function on the assumption that libraries with a greater
fraction of well folded proteins are more likely to contain variants
with the desired function.
Here, we evaluate seven designed combinatorial libraries of
GFPs, including one with mutations picked at random. Preserva-
tion and diversity of function were judged by using distributions of
brightness and color, respectively, compiled from measurements
made in vivo with a monochromator-based plate reader. GFP from
Aequorea victoriamodified by S65T (20) (GFP-S65T) was chosen as
a reference sequence for each design algorithm because this variant
is less extensively engineered than other variants whose structures
have been solved to similarly high resolution. Positions 57–72 were
targeted for this test because they form the longest contiguous
stretch of core positions in the GFP-S65T structure (21). The
structure of GFP-S65T is illustrated in Fig. 1A, with the targeted
positions shown in yellow. Because random core mutations are
generally more disruptive than random surface mutations (22, 23),
it was assumed that targeting core positions would provide better
differentiation of designed libraries according to preservation and
diversity of function criteria. Contiguity was imposed to allow an
economical and high-fidelity cassette-based library synthesis [see
supporting information (SI) Text]. Where possible, libraries were
controlled for both theoretical size and the precise distribution of
mutation levels within each library, because one would expect these
factors to affect library quality when controlled for the same
method of design.
We show that the corresponding design algorithms performquite
differently in this test. Four of the seven libraries were designedwith
structure-based computational methods: two with an algorithm
introduced here (see Methods) and two with algorithms described
in refs. 7 and 9. Among these four libraries, we observe that
preservation of function increases with a library’s average mutation
level, contrary to the trends observed for libraries constructed by
error-prone PCR (epPCR) (24, 25). Across all seven libraries, we
observe a trend toward greater diversity of function in designed
libraries with greater preservation of function.An additional library
generated by epPCR amplification of the entire GFP-S65T gene
exhibited much less dispersion of function than designed libraries
with similar preservation of function.
Results
Library Composition. The seven combinatorial libraries with com-
positions listed in Table 1 were designed, synthesized, and charac-
terized as described in Methods and in SI Text. Briefly, the labels
DBISORBIT, DBISORBIT 44, CORBIT, and SCMFORBIT 322 represent
the four libraries designed by using structure-based computational
methods that draw on the ORBIT suite of protein design tools
(1–3). TheDBISORBIT andDBISORBIT 44 libraries were designed by
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using an algorithm whose principal innovations can be summarized
as a diversity benefit applied to interacting sets of amino acids
(DBIS). The CORBIT library was designed with a consensus (C)
method based on the work of Hayes et al. (9). The SCMFORBIT 322
library was designed by using a self-consistent mean field (SCMF)
calculation to direct combinatorial saturation mutagenesis as sug-
gested by Voigt et al. (7). The CMSA and SE/CMSA libraries were
each designed with the same multiple sequence alignment (MSA)
of naturally occurring fluorescent proteins (26). Bothwere designed
by using a consensus method derived from the work of Hayes et al.
(9), but the latter is distinguished by directingmutations to positions
that have the largest site entropies (SEs).Mutations in the Random
library were picked with a random number generator. To approach
95% confidence that the true extremes of function in each library
would be sampled, we aimed to sample most designed libraries by
three times their theoretical size (27). Considering also that one-
half hour was needed to acquire each set of 96 high-resolution
emission spectra, these constraints dictated that theoretical library
sizes should be close to 500. Although this size is orders-of-
magnitude smaller than most libraries screened for binding (28) or
low-resolution fluorescence properties (29, 30), it is especially
relevant to difficult-to-screen functions such as improved enzymatic
activity with nonfluorogenic substrates. It was assumed that the best
differentiation between design algorithms would be achieved by
applying them in ways that maximized the average number of
mutations per sequence, yet each combinatorial library was con-
strained to include the sequence of GFP-S65T so that none would
be rendered completely nonfunctional because of a uniquely dis-
ruptive mutation. Thus, most designed libraries tested here
(DBISORBIT, CORBIT, CMSA, SE/CMSA, and Random) have a the-
oretical size of 29 and an average of 4.5mutations per sequence. The
DBISORBIT 44 and SCMFORBIT 322 libraries have unique sizes and
average mutation levels that are conveyed by the labels we have
given them. For example, the SCMFORBIT 322 label indicates that
this library was made by combinatorial saturation mutagenesis at
two positions by using 32-fold degenerate codons.
It is interesting to note the extent to which the compositions of
the designed libraries reflect the fact that evolution disfavors
ionizable side chains in protein cores. The MSA used to design the
CMSA and SE/CMSA libraries illustrates this trend, with a notable
exception being the unusually high degree of conservation at
position 69 for a buried basic side chain (26). The scoring function
used for structure-based design was parameterized specifically to
prevent the desolvation of hydrophilic side chains in protein cores
under most circumstances (31). Thus, the DBISORBIT 44 library
introduces only one acidic side chain among its 12 mutations
distributed over four positions, and the DBISORBIT and CORBIT
libraries do not introduce any ionizable side chains anywhere.
Although the SCMFORBIT 322 library was designed by using the
same scoring function as these three other libraries, imposing
saturationmutagenesis for this one library makes it introducemany
mutations that are strongly disfavored by this scoring function.
Thus, the SCMFORBIT 322 library introduces ionizable side chains
at core positions with greater frequency than each library tested
except the Random library.
Preservation of Function. For each of the designed libraries, and for
the epPCR library, emission spectra were recorded for 1,500
bacterial cultures expressing GFP variants. We define the bright-
ness and color of each spectrum sampled as its integrated emission
intensity and average position, respectively. Because it is not clear
how best to define a functional sample, we have quantified each
library’s preservation of function in threeways. For each library, the
Fig. 1. Structure of GFP-S65T and spectra of variants. (A) The front side of this
cylindrical protein has been clipped to spotlight residues 57–72 in its core. Side
chain atoms for targeted positions 57–65 and 67–72 are illustrated in CPK
colors, with carbon in yellow. The chromophore of GFP is shown in CPK colors,
with carbon in green. This figure was composed from a 1.45 Å-resolution
structure of GFP containing the S65T and Q80R mutations (PDB ID code 1q4a)
(22). (B) Extremes of function. Of the 11,575 spectra measured, 701 were at
least one-half as bright as spectra of cultures known to express GFP-S65T. Of
these, the redmost spectrum was sampled from the epPCR library (red), and
the bluemost spectrum was sampled from the CORBIT library (blue). The spec-
trum of a culture expressing GFP-S65T is shown in green. The three spectra
have been normalized to the same peak intensity. arb, arbitrary
Table 1. Library designs
Pos DBISORBIT DBISORBIT44 CORBIT SCMFORBIT322 CMSA SECMSA Random
57 W W W W W W W
58 PA PAST PT all P PH PQ
59 TS T TS T TI T TN
60 L L L L L L L
61 VL VALS VL V V VI VD
62 TA TAGS TA T TA TA TN
63 T T TA T TA TA T
64 F F F F FL FL F
65 TA T TA T TS TS TK
67 G G G G G G G
68 VA V V V VF VF VM
69 QL QELV QL Q QR QR QE
70 C C C all C C C
71 FL F FL F FY F FY
72 SA S SA S SA SA SI
The first amino acid listed at each position is that of GFP-S65T. Underlined amino acids are mutations designed
as described in Methods.
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percentage of samples that have at least one-half, one-tenth, and
one-fiftieth the brightness of cultures expressing GFP-S65T are
presented as bar graphs in Fig. 2. By all three of these measures,
most of the designed libraries performed considerably better than
the Random library. Only 1.6% of samples from the Random
library had at least one-fiftieth the brightness of cultures expressing
GFP-S65T. Although the SCMFORBIT 322 library had a larger
fraction of functional samples than theRandom library by this most
inclusive definition of function, the SCMFORBIT 322 library had a
similar fraction by themost exclusive definition. The relatively poor
performance of these two libraries is probably due in part to the
relatively large frequencies with which these libraries introduce
ionizable side chains to the protein core.
By all three of these measures, the DBISORBIT library performed
best of all. More than 10% and 40% of its samples were at least
one-half and one-fiftieth as bright as cultures expressingGFP-S65T,
respectively. The CORBIT library performed nearly as well. The
SE/CMSA, CMSA, and DBISORBIT 44 libraries performed similarly to
each other, with 1% and 10% of samples being at least one-half
and one-fiftieth as bright, respectively, as cultures expressing GFP-
S65T. The Q69R mutation, because it introduces an ionizable side
chain to the protein core, would seem to be responsible for much
of the weaker performance of the MSA-based libraries, compared
with the DBISORBIT and CORBIT libraries, which instead introduce
the Q69L mutation. However, even if it is assumed that the Q69R
mutation always disrupts function and that the Q69L mutation
never disrupts function, less striking differences among these
libraries must account for at least half the observed differences in
performance.
Multiple epPCR libraries were synthesized by using different
mutation rates. Only the library that appeared to have a fraction of
functional samples similar to that of the DBISORBIT library was
characterized in detail to compare average mutation levels and
diversity of function under this constraint. Despite the fact that
random mutations are generally tolerated at surface positions
better than at core positions (22, 23), the average number of
nonsynonymous mutations for genes in this epPCR library was
determined by sequencing to be 2.5, roughly half the average of 4.5
mutations per gene for the core-directed DBISORBIT library.
Diversity of Function. Because the dimmest samples have colors
biased by emission from molecules other than GFP, here, we
consider only those samples with at least one-half the brightness of
cultures expressing GFP-S65T. Of the 11,575 spectra sampled, 701
met this criterion. The redmost and bluemost of these spectra are
illustrated in Fig. 1B.
The diversity of function for a library of fluorescent proteins may
be associated with either its extremes of color or its dispersion of
color. The former we define as the difference between the positions
of the redmost and bluemost spectra in a library. Fig. 3 illustrates
the set of colors sampled for each librarywith blackmarks, such that
the separation between leftmost and rightmost marks illustrates a
library’s performance according to this extremes-of-function met-
ric. Dispersion of function we define as the difference between the
positions of the spectra that lie one quartile above and below the
median for a library. In Fig. 3, this median is illustrated with a white
bar on top of a red box that illustrates the positions of the first and
third quartiles.
The seven designed libraries are thus seen to cluster into four
performance categories based on these complementary metrics.
The DBISORBIT and CORBIT libraries outperform all of the other
designed libraries by having both the largest separation between
extremes and the greatest dispersion. The SE/CMSA and CMSA
libraries constitute the next category by having greater separation
between extremes than the DBISORBIT 44 and Random libraries,
although they have similar dispersion. The SCMFORBIT 322 library
then constitutes the last category by having both the smallest
separation between extremes and the least dispersion. By the
extremes-of-function metric, the epPCR library performs better
than each of the designed libraries except the DBISORBIT and
CORBIT libraries; however, by the dispersion-of-function metric, the
epPCR library performs worse than each of the designed libraries
except the SCMFORBIT 322 library.
A complementary illustration of the preservation and diversity of
function sampled fromeach library is provided as SI Fig. 5. For each
library, the width of each spectrum sampled is plotted against its
color with a circle of area proportional to its brightness. Although
SI Fig. 5 does not characterize the libraries with the statistical rigor
of Figs. 2 and 3, it does provide additional support for the clustering
and ranking of the designed libraries described above. It also reveals
a striking correlation between emission line shape and emission
color among the brightest samples in each library. We have
investigated the physical mechanisms that may be responsible for
this trend with additional measurements (T.P.T., C.L.V., M. A.
library size #
sampled
ave. # 
mutations
11.8
8.0
16.8
4.9
26.7
3.9
30.9
10.5
1.4
1.5
1.6
0.8
1.2
2.7
0.8
4.3
10.8
0.9
7.3
1.3
42.6
21.6
31.0
38.7
% of samples with intensity ...
0           10          20           30         40         50
DBISORBIT 4.5512 1512
CORBIT 4.5512 1511
SE/CMSA 4.5512 1502
CMSA 4.5512 1427
DBISORBIT44 3.0256 1344
Random 4.5512 1509
SCMF 322 1.91024 1260
epPCR 2.5~106 1510
> 1/2 S65T
> 1/10 S65T
> 1/50 S65T
Fig. 2. Preservation of function. A sample is variously defined as being
functional if its emission intensity is at least one-half (black), one-tenth (red)
or one-fiftieth (green) the intensity of cultures expressing GFP-S65T. Designed
libraries are listed from top to bottom according to preservation of function
calculated by the most exclusive definition. The theoretical library size, the
average (ave.) number of mutations, and the number of clones sampled are
listed for each library. A complementary illustration of preservation of func-
tion is provided as SI Fig. 5.
Fig. 3. Diversity of function. Considering only those spectra with (w/) at least
one-half the intensity of cultures expressing GFP-S65T, this plot illustrates the
set of colors sampled from each library (black marks), the median of each set
(white bar), and the first and third quartiles (red box). Positions are calculated
relative to GFP-S65T standards as described in SI Text. Designed libraries are
listed from top to bottom according to preservation of function calculated by
the most exclusive definition of function. A complementary illustration of
diversity of function is provided as SI Fig. 5.
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Mena, D.N., B. D. Olafson, P. S. Daugherty, and S.L.M., unpub-
lished work).
Discussion
Fig. 2 illustrates that preservation of function increases with average
mutation level among the four libraries designed by using structure-
based computational methods. The opposite trend has been ob-
served for protein libraries synthesized by epPCR (24, 25) and
would suggest that, constrained to a particular library size, the
designed library with the lowest mutation rate should yield the
largest fraction of functional samples. It is thus notable that the poor
performance of the SCMFORBIT 322 library in this respectmay have
more to do with the overarching strategy that enforced its low
mutation rate, combinatorial saturation mutagenesis, than the
computational method used to select positions for mutation. A
library defined by combinatorial saturation mutagenesis would
have to tolerate12 different amino acids per position to preserve
function as well as theDBISORBIT andCORBIT libraries. Finding any
two core positions in GFP-S65T that could accept such great
diversity, let alone two between positions 57 and 72, would seem to
be an especially difficult problem.
Fig. 3 illustrates that diversity of function tends to increase with
preservation of function among the seven designed libraries. This
result justifies an approach to library design in which protein
stability is modeled as a surrogate for protein function (7–9, 11, 12),
as long as mutations are directed toward positions likely to perturb
function. Moreover, this result suggests that improvements in
modeling protein stability should yield designed libraries that
sample a wider array of protein functions.
A frequently desired trait among GFP variants has been red-
shifted emission (29, 32, 33). Although the vast majority of the
bright variants sampled from the epPCR library have emission
spectra nearly identical to cultures expressing GFP-S65T, the one
sample from this library with a substantial red-shift did have the
redmost spectrum sampled in our test. The corresponding GFP
gene was sequenced and was determined to have the V224I and
M233K mutations. Only the V224I mutation is in the core of the
protein and close to the chromophore, suggesting that it is primarily
responsible for the observed red shift. The fact that neither of these
mutations involves the positions targeted in the test underscores the
way the performance of a designed library is intrinsically limited by
the quality of the information in the design, such as the choice of
positions targeted for mutation. Nevertheless, the far greater
number of almost identically red-shifted samples from the
DBISORBIT and CORBIT libraries indicates that our best information
at present is a valuable tool with which to complement epPCR for
sampling diverse functions.
Even though red-shifted emission is frequently desired for GFPs,
other measures described here may be more relevant to the
extrapolation of these results to other protein engineering projects.
Such projects typically aim to increase the stability of an enzyme,
its rate of catalysis, or the affinity of a protein for a ligand (28, 34).
Because denaturedGFPdoes not fluoresce (35), one interpretation
of Fig. 2 is that the algorithms that preserved function best did so
by disrupting the global structure of GFP the least. According to
this interpretation, we would predict that the algorithms used to
design theDBISORBIT andCORBIT libraries would also performbest
when attempting to stabilize an enzyme with core-directed muta-
tions. However, the relative performance of the MSA-based meth-
ods might be expected to increase in this case if the covariances
among amino acid frequencies important for protein stability can
be extracted from evolutionary noise (13, 36, 37).
The emission spectrumofGFP is a reporter on the local structure
of its chromophore. In other words, a more varied sampling of
spectral properties is equivalent to a more varied sampling of
structures at the ‘‘active site’’ of GFP. Thus, based on Figs. 2 and
3, we can predict that the algorithms used to design the DBISORBIT
and CORBIT libraries will provide the most diverse sampling of
active-site structures in functional enzymes. Structure-based com-
putationalmethods should thus prove especially useful for relatively
low-throughput screening projects in which libraries made by
epPCR, even those with low mutation rates, cannot be screened
thoroughly.
Binding between a protein and its ligand might also be improved
most efficiently by sampling with the greatest frequency those
perturbations to the structure of the binding interface that do not
completely disrupt the global structure of the complex. Thus, if a
structure of the bound complex is available, in this case, too, we
would recommend using structure-based computational methods
of library design to suggest a small number of mutations at each of
many buried positions in or near the binding interface. However, if
binding to a novel ligand is desired, it may be necessary to disrupt
the structure of the protein more significantly than when improve-
ments in binding to a known ligand are desired. In this case, the
kinds of mutations suggested by these algorithms may be overly
conservative, especially if the new ligand has a different charge.
Because selections for protein binding frequently have much
greater throughput than the plate reader-based screen we have
implemented here, it is worth noting that the DBIS algorithm can
be used to design libraries of practically any size.
In summary, we have shown that small combinatorial libraries
can exhibit considerable diversity of function if designedwell. Based
on the design and results of this test, we recommend complement-
ing more widely used strategies for generating functional diversity,
such as epPCR and combinatorial saturation mutagenesis, with a
strategy that defines a combinatorial library by a single conservative
mutation at each of many positions close to a protein’s active site.
We have found structural information as used by the DBIS algo-
rithm or the method of Hayes et al. (9) to be more successful than
limited evolutionary information in identifying compatible conser-
vative mutations. Although currently limited by the need for an
accurate structure, the utility of the structure-based design algo-
rithms should improve asmethods improve for docking ligands onto
proteins and for determining protein structures from protein
sequences. Indeed the great promise of these methods for library
design is that they might be used to implement a knowledge-based
approach to engineering totally novel functions forwhich no natural
protein exhibits even the slightest glimmer of the desired function.
In themeantime, this approach to protein engineering should prove
especially useful for investigations of protein structure–function
relationships (T.P.T., C.L.V., M. A. Mena, D.N., B. D. Olafson,
P. S. Daugherty, and S.L.M., unpublished work), where, ideally,
large numbers of differently functional variants would be related by
the same small set of mutations.
Methods
The DBIS Algorithm. One of the fundamental innovations of the
DBIS algorithm is that it aims to explicitly model the interactions
among sets of amino acids at the positions targeted for design. Set
singles and pairs energies are constructed analogous to rotamer
singles and pairs energies in structure-based computational protein
design (1). Thus, the exact optimization algorithms used to deter-
mine the global minimum energy conformation (GMEC) from a
rotameric representation of the sequence design problem (38, 39)
can be used instead to determine the global minimum energy
combinatorial library (GMEL) from a set-based representation of
the combinatorial library design problem.
Fig. 4 illustrates the main components of the generalized DBIS
algorithm.A symmetricmatrix of rotamer singles and pairs energies
is first calculated by using a template structure and rotamer library
(1–3). This rotameric representation of the sequence design prob-
lem is then projected onto a smaller matrix with one row and one
column for each combination of amino acid and targeted position
(see below). These amino acid singles and pairs energies are then
combined to build the set-based representation of the combinato-
rial library design problem by filling a matrix with one row and one
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column for each set of amino acids considered at each position in
the library design. The number of these sets can be reduced from
the 220 1 unique sets of 1 to 20 amino acids any number of ways:
here, we have imposed both a set size constraint to limit sets to
specific numbers of amino acids and a genetic code constraint to
limit even these sets to those combinations of amino acids that can
be introduced with degenerate codons during primer synthesis. To
impose a composition constraint, such that the composition of the
library is biased toward the inclusion or exclusion of a specific
sequence (e.g., the wild-type sequence), we have applied benefits to
some amino acid singles energies. Lastly, a diversity benefit that
increases with set size is introduced to the set singles energies to
favor larger sets over smaller sets during optimization.
Here, we have implemented the generalized DBIS algorithm
such that a library’s energy is equal to an arithmetic average of
conformational energies calculated for each sequence in the library,
adjusted for composition and diversity benefits. Optimizing library
composition thus corresponds to minimizing this energy. For
rotamer r at each position i, the energy of point mutation, Epm(ir),
is evaluated as
Epm i r  Erot i r  
ji
Erot i r, jcurrent), [1]
where Erot(ir) and Erot(ir, jcurrent) are rotamer singles and pairs
energies, respectively, and jcurrent is the rotamer defined by the
amino acid at position j in the template structure. Within the set of
rotamers r at position i corresponding to amino acid a, ir  ia, the
rotamer thatminimizesEpm(ir) is represented as imin,a. If there exists
some ir ia that has survived a previous rotamer pruning step (see
SI Text), the amino acid singles energy for amino acid a at position
i, Eaa(ia), is then set equal to
Eaa ia  Erot imin,a  Ecomp ia , [2]
where the composition benefit Ecomp(ia) has a user-defined value
that biases optimization toward or away from libraries that include
amino acid a at position i. OtherwiseEaa(ia) is set equal to the cutoff
value used to prune rotamers, 20 kcal/mol, such that these amino
acids are effectively eliminated from the calculation; a value similar
to some of the better rotamer singles energies could conceivably
improve library design for some applications by complementing the
conservative nature of our structure-based method with a desired
degree of randomness. Assignment of the amino acid energies in
this manner effectively prunes the rotamers in the calculation to no
more than one rotamer per amino acid per position. In SI Text, we
show that high-scoring sequences in core design tend to use a very
small subset of rotamers and that minimizing Epm(ir) is an effective
way to identify this subset.
If there exists some ir  ia and some js  jb that have survived
the rotamer pruning step, the amino acid pairs energy, Eaa(ia, jb),
is then set equal to
Eaaia, jb Erotimin,a, jmin,b. [3]
Otherwise Eaa(ia, jb) is set equal to the cutoff value used to prune
rotamers, 20 kcal/mol, such that these amino acids are effectively
eliminated from the calculation; a value similar to some of the
better rotamer pairs energies could conceivably improve library
design for some applications by complementing the conservative
nature of our structure-based method with a desired degree of
randomness.
For the set of amino acids a represented by x, a set singles energy,
Eset(ix), is calculated at each position i as
Esetix
1
Nx ax Eaaia  LlnNx, [4]
whereNx is the number of amino acids in set x, andL is a factor used
to control the size of the optimal library. We refer to the second
term in this equation as a diversity benefit and to L as a diversity
benefit scale factor. Faced with two libraries of the same size, the
logarithmic form of the diversity benefit will tend to favor the one
with sequence diversity distributed over a greater number of
positions. A quadratic formwould have the opposite effect andmay
be more desirable, depending on one’s application. Of course, the
functional form for the diversity benefit is inconsequential when
only two set sizes are considered in a design, as was the case in
designing the DBISORBIT and DBISORBIT 44 libraries (see below).
For sets x and y at positions i and j, the set pairs energy is then
calculated as
Esetix, jy
1
NxNy  a  x b  y Eaaia, jb. [5]
The composition of the optimal combinatorial library was thus
defined by the optimal combination of these set singles and pairs
energies. In designing the DBISORBIT and DBISORBIT 44 libraries,
we first imposed Ecomp(ia) 0 at all positions; if the GMEL for the
value of L that gives the desired library size did not include the
GFP-S65T sequence, we iteratively alteredEcomp(ia) in5 kcal/mol
increments for the missing GFP-S65T residues until this sequence
was recovered in the designed library.
Library Design Methods. Composition, set-size, and genetic-code
constraints were enforced for all tested design algorithms to facil-
itate comparisons among them. The genetic-code constraint al-
lowed each library to be constructed at minimal cost and effectively
applied some of the physicochemical information that may exist in
the genetic code to the process of design (it is notable that there
were large differences in performance among libraries, although
each shared this constraint). Relaxing the genetic-code constraint
would change the composition of each designed library substan-
tially and could alter the observed performance ranking.
One set of rotamer singles and pairs energies (calculated as
described in SI Text) was used in four different ways to design the
DBISORBIT, DBISORBIT 44, CORBIT, and SCMFORBIT 322 libraries.
In order for the DBIS algorithm to yield a library of 29 sequences
that included GFP-S65T, all values of Ecomp(ia) were set equal to 0,
except Ecomp(63T)10 kcal/mol, and Ecomp(69Q)5 kcal/mol;
the only sets considered at each position were the 95 unique sets of
either one or two amino acids that can be defined by the use of
mixed bases during primer synthesis;Lwas set equal to 6.5. In order
for the DBIS algorithm to yield a library of 44 sequences that
included GFP-S65T, all values of Ecomp(ia) were set equal to 0
exceptEcomp(63T)10 kcal/mol, andEcomp(69Q)10 kcal/mol;
Fig. 4. The DBIS algorithm. The flow chart at the top illustrates the core
procedure shared by many algorithms used for the structure-based computa-
tional design of either proteins or combinatorial libraries. The flow chart at the
bottom illustrates the main components of the generalized DBIS algorithm. If the
components shown in red were eliminated, the remaining components would be
sufficient to design a single sequence instead of a library.
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the only sets considered at each position were the 113 unique sets
of either one or four amino acids that can be defined by the use of
mixed bases during primer synthesis; L was set equal to 4.6.
The SCMFORBIT 322 librarywas designed by applying themethod
of Voigt et al. (7) in the following way. Each rotamer was first
assigned a probability equal to the inverse of the number of
rotamers at its position. The self-consistent mean-field solution was
then calculated for an initial temperature of 50,000 K. As the
temperature was lowered in 100 K increments, the solution from
each previous temperature was used as the initial configuration for
the next temperature. Saturation mutagenesis was directed to the
two positions with site entropies 1.0 at a final temperature of
1,000 K.
The CORBIT library was designed by applying the consensus
method of Hayes et al. (9) in the following way. The GMEC for this
design problem was used as the initial configuration for a Monte
Carlo trajectory through conformation space. One million steps
were used for each of 100 cycles during which temperature oscil-
lated between 4,000K and 150K.Only the 1,010 unique amino acid
sequences with the best energies sampled were retained for further
analysis. At 9 of 15 positions, there appeared at least one mutation
that could be introduced to GFP-S65T by a single nucleotide
substitution. The CORBIT library was thus defined by the one such
mutation that appeared with the greatest frequency at each of these
nine positions. (At 1,000 sequences a unique library could not be
defined by this method because both alanine and threonine ap-
peared with equal frequency at position 58.) Three apparent
deficiencies of this consensusmethodwere addressed by developing
the DBIS algorithm: first, Monte Carlo-based sampling of the
energy landscape is by its nature both inexhaustive and random;
second, disruptive combinations of amino acids might arise when a
library is designed without accounting for correlations in an align-
ment; and third, even if correlations were accounted for, any
alignment with enough sequences to truly reflect global trends in
these correlations would likely be too large to be practical.
The CMSA and SE/CMSA libraries were each designed with the
same alignment of naturally occurring fluorescent proteins accord-
ing to similar consensus methods. Of the 48 GFP homologs aligned
by Shagin et al. (26), we used only the 36 homologs labeled as either
GFPs, YFPs, cyan fluorescent proteins or red fluorescent proteins.
To design the CMSA library, a consensus method derived from the
one used byHayes et al. (9) was used.At 12 of the positions between
57 and 72, there appeared at least one mutation that could be
introduced to GFP-S65T by a single nucleotide substitution. The
nine positions that had at least one such mutation represented at
least four times were mutated to whichever of these mutations
occurred with the greatest frequency at each position. Because two
suchmutations occurredwith greatest frequency at positions 62 and
72, we elected, in each case, to introduce the mutation that
happened to be shared with the DBISORBIT library. The approach
used to design the CMSA library thus directs mutations away from
the positions that exhibit the least conservation. To explore the
possibility that these least-conserved positions might tolerate mu-
tation best, the SE/CMSA library was designed by directing muta-
tions to the 9 positions (of 12) that had the greatest site entropies,
si   pia ln pia, [6]
where p(ia) is the frequency of amino acid a at position i, and the
sum is taken over all amino acids for which p(ia) 0. Themutations
introduced at these positions were chosen by the same consider-
ations used to design the CMSA library. We did not use any design
algorithms that used pair-wise correlations among the mutations in
theMSA, because this alignment was rather small and theremay be
considerable evolutionary noise in such correlations (36, 37).
TheRandom librarywas designed by using aPython script to pick
one mutation at random at each of the nine positions mutated in
the DBISORBIT library.
Procedures used to synthesize and characterize libraries, includ-
ing data analysis and error estimation, are provided in SI Text.
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